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The two witnesses of Revelation 11 have been identified in many ways over the centuries. I argue here that they should—based upon the language of the passage and the function of the figures in context—be read primarily as Moses and Elijah, especially insofar as they represent the developing ideal corpus of “the Law and the Prophets,” and also insofar as both are traditionally associated with prophecy, eschatological hope, and honorary exemptions from normal corporeal death. I argue that these various traditional associations are being brought together in Revelation 11, in a way that makes the symbolic figures of Moses and Elijah ideal chess pieces within the book’s larger game plan of defining the nature and victory of proper “witness.”

Read in this way, the witnesses serve Revelation’s controlling vision of the “witness of Jesus” and the meaning of the world itself as fully revealed and legible only through “scripture” (i.e. scrolls). They also anchor that vision within the developing popular early Christian habit of reading holy writing and public suffering in terms of each other. Specifically, Moses and Elijah, by being associated with scriptural and prophetic witness to the world on the one hand, and with harsh or spectacular ways of leaving that world on the other (including the intersection of the two, as in other Apocalypses and the Lives of the Prophets), help Revelation reframe poverty and/or persecution as “scriptural witness.” In the right context (including the literal sense of having the right framing texts before and after), being silenced can thus be understood as a kind of talking—a prophetic witness. The two witnesses as Moses and Elijah (representing the “witness” of both “prophecy” and “the Law and the Prophets”), in the context of other traditional and scholarly interpretations
Introduction: The text and its context in Revelation

I was told... “I will grant my two witnesses authority to prophesy for one thousand two hundred sixty days, wearing sackcloth.” These are the two olive trees and the two lampstands that stand before the Lord of the earth. And if anyone wants to harm them, fire pours from their mouth and consumes their foes; anyone who wants to harm them must be killed in this manner. They have authority to shut the sky, so that no rain may fall during the days of their prophesying, and they have authority over the waters to turn them into blood, and to strike the earth with every kind of plague, as often as they desire. When they have finished their testimony, the beast that comes up from the bottomless pit will make war on them and conquer them and kill them, and their dead bodies will lie in the street of the great city that is prophetically called Sodom and Egypt, where also their Lord was crucified. For three and a half days members of the peoples and tribes and languages and nations will gaze at their dead bodies and refuse to let them be placed in a tomb; and the inhabitants of the earth will gloat over them and celebrate and exchange presents, because these two prophets had been a torment to the inhabitants of the earth. But after the three and a half days, the breath of life from God entered them, and they stood on their feet, and those who saw them were terrified. Then they heard a loud voice from heaven saying to them, “Come up here!” And they went up to heaven in a cloud while their enemies watched them. At that moment there was a great earthquake, and a tenth of the city fell; seven thousand people were killed in the earthquake, and the rest were terrified and gave glory to the God of heaven (Revelation 11:1–13, NRSV).

The figures referred to as “the two witnesses” (tois dusin martusin) appear only in this passage, in chapter 11. At this point in the book, the churches to which Revelation is specifically addressed have received their specific promises and threats (2:1–3:22), and the focus has widened to reveal the God of “all things” (4:11; 5:13) inaugurating a more general, cosmic judgment (6:3, 7, 12–16). The Lamb has appeared to open God’s mysterious and powerful scroll of doom (5:1–6:17), since the “great day of their wrath has come” (6:17). The righteous have been identified and promised salvation (7:1–17), and “woe, woe, woe” promised to the rest (8:13), who would not and will not repent (9:21). These promises of vindication and salvation for some, and escalating woe for others, will soon be spelled out and fulfilled in the book’s remaining chapters, as God’s judgment is revealed (12:1–22:21). As chapter 11 begins, however, this judgment has just begun, and in that context John has been given a little scroll to eat (10:8–10), and commanded
to “prophesy again about many peoples and nations and languages and kings” (10:11).

Moving in from the level of the book to the level of the chapter, we find that Revelation 11 further reveals the inauguration of the eschatological judgment just described, with specific reference to God’s judgment of “the nations” (11:2). These nations who have “raged” against God (11:18) now violently defile both his Temple (11:2) and his two witnesses (11:9), and must face his “wrath” (11:18). According to the logic of the text, then, the story of the mission, murder and humiliation, and subsequent vindication of the two witnesses can be said to announce and inaugurate divine judgment even as it underlines its divine justice of that judgment. The spectacularly bad way in which the nations treat God’s witnesses just proves that they deserve the very judgment to which those witnesses testify. The fact that the two witnesses thereby participate in making the judgment stick, and are then granted the equal but opposite divine justice of a vindication every bit as spectacular as their victimization, shows that in the end even the senseless violence of the evil nations works against them for good, within the apocalyptic logic and plan of “witness” as portrayed in Revelation.

1. The two witnesses as Moses and Elijah (representing the “witness” of both “prophecy” and “the Law and the Prophets”), in the context of other traditional and scholarly interpretations

As I mentioned above, the two witnesses have been interpreted in many ways over the centuries.¹ These identifications include James and John,² Peter and Paul,³ and John the beloved disciple (based on an eschatological reading of John 21:23),⁴ or future Christian leaders.⁵ They have been

---

¹ See, for example, the wide range of traditional and scholarly readings summarized by David E. Aune (Revelation. Volume 2: Revelation 6–16, Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1998), 601–602.
³ Aune, Revelation, 601.
identified with Enoch and Elijah, and other similar ancient authorities like Jeremiah. In less personal terms, the witnesses have also been identified as ancient scriptures written and new gospel preached, the scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, scripture defined as the Law and the Prophets, fallen Israel vindicated, and the witness of the Christian Church itself. Enoch and Elijah were the clear front runners in the earliest ecclesiastical laps of this interpretive race, but Moses and Elijah have taken the lead in the most recent scholarly laps.

I have already cast my vote for Moses and Elijah in this race, as representing both prophets and “the Law and the Prophets.” This option makes the most sense to me for three reasons, which I will name together here and elaborate individually below: 1) At the level of the chapter, personal identification with Moses and Elijah suits the specific nature and details of the witnesses’ miraculous ministry. 2) At the level of the book, the association of Moses and Elijah as established symbols of prophetic and scriptural “witness” with violent death and divine vindication suits Revelation’s program of defining “witness” in emphatic and interdependent eschatological/apocalyptic, scriptural, prophetic, and martyrlogical terms. 3) A reading of the two witnesses as Moses and Elijah, Law and Prophets, does not exclude and can in fact accommodate within itself the best of the other readings just mentioned, insofar as they too relate to Revelation’s overall program of defining “witness” in scriptural, prophetic and martyrlogical terms.

8. Tyconius, Commentary on the Apocalypse 11.3; Primasius, Commentary on the Apocalypse 11.3; See Aune, Revelation, 602; Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture, 158–160; Massyngberde Ford, Revelation, 181.
9. Aune, Revelation, 599.
10. Ibid., 600.
1.1 The nature and details of the two witnesses’ miraculous ministry

In his summary of the history of interpretation of Revelation 11, David E. Aune notes, along with ancient commentator Andreas of Caesarea (Commentary on the Apocalypse 11:3–4), that “most” patristic interpreters thought the witnesses represented Enoch and Elijah, mostly because of their shared honorary exemption in Hebrew Bible tradition from normal human death. This tradition is illustrated in the way that the Apocalypse of Elijah, for example, identifies its own two witnesses from heaven (who are martyred and exposed for three days in the street before being vindicated by resurrection and ascension) by name as Enoch and Elijah, drawing on Revelation and/or a third shared traditional source.

“Most modern scholars, on the other hand,” Aune continues, prefer to read the two witnesses as Moses and Elijah, mostly because of the nature of the miracles they perform. This seems sensible to me. The power to inflict “plagues,” including the “authority over the waters to turn them into blood” (11:6), certainly recalls the plagues inflicted upon the Egyptians through Moses, including the turning of their water into blood (Exodus 7:17). The power to “shut the sky, so that no rain may fall during the days of their prophesying” (11:6), which lasts three and a half years (11:3), likewise recalls the great drought created by the “word” of Elijah (1 Kings 17:1), which later Christian tradition specified to have lasted three and a half years (Luke 4:25; James 5:17). Finally, when it is said of the two witnesses that fire comes out of “their mouth” (singular because their witness is somehow identical?) to destroy their enemies, it similarly recalls the fire called down from heaven by Moses (Exodus 9:23) and Elijah (2 Kings 1:9–16). The fusion of such power and fire imagery here, and the implicit association of a prophetic power of timely judgment with the timeless power of prophetic speech and testimony, look to me like examples of the kind of associative memory that led Jesus ben Sirach to assert that “Elijah arose as a prophet

12. Apoc 11:3–4; Aune, Revelation, 599.
like fire (prophetes hos pur), and his word burns (ekaieto) like a torch” (Sirach 48:1).

Of course, ancient commentators were presumably aware of these same traditions and sources, so the “modern” shift Aune notes toward interpreting the two witnesses as Moses and Elijah may have more to do with modern interpreters being better informed about, and/or better disposed toward, ascension traditions for Moses as well as for Enoch and Elijah. For such modern interpreters, the ancient “widespread belief that a prophet like Moses, or even Moses redivivus, would appear as an eschatological figure at the end of the age”16 noted by Aune could be read as working hand-in-hand with an ancient belief that Moses never really died a normal human death at all (based on “pseudepigraphic” traditions imperfectly preserved in texts like The Assumption of Moses).17 So for example in discussing the significance of the ascension of the vindicated two witnesses on their cloud (11:12), J. Massyngberde Ford assumes assumption to be the traditional common reward of Elijah and Moses,18 and Ben Witherington assumes that the two witnesses are associated with Christian martyrs in their resurrection, and with Enoch, Moses and Elijah in their ascension.19

Reading the two witnesses’ suggestion of the figure of Enoch in this way has the added advantage of not needing to interpret the allusion, as Northrop Frye does, in terms of “a certain confusion in the New Testament and elsewhere between Moses and the figure in Genesis... who is said not to have died.”20 The figure of Enoch is indeed present and significant in Revelation 11, and the resulting reference to Elijah, Enoch, and Moses all at once is only “confused” in the literal sense of offering several traditions fused together. In the next section I will show that this associative and symbolic fusion is in fact an essential part of the text’s symbolic strategy, making the two witnesses serve Revelation’s larger project of defining true “witness” in an associative, fusional way.

16. Aune, Revelation, 600.
17. See, for example, Frye, Great Code 180.
1.2 Associating Moses and Elijah (as established symbols of prophetic and scriptural “witness”) with violent death and divine vindication, within Revelation’s program of defining “witness” in eschatological/apocalyptic, scriptural, prophetic, and martyrlogical terms

The public vindication of the two murdered witnesses on their heavenly cloud does not only associate them with Moses (and Enoch) and Elijah. It also associates them with Jesus the “faithful witness” (Rev 1:5) and the similarly martyred and vindicated Lamb of God: “Look! He is coming with the clouds; every eye will see him, even those who pierced him; and on his account all the tribes of the earth shall wail” (Rev 1:5). The vindicating resurrection and ascension of the two witnesses thus associates them with comparable traditions about Jesus’ death, resurrection (Luke 24:1–7), and ascension (Acts 1:9) generally, and specifically with Revelation’s account of Jesus the Lamb’s witness in terms of testimony, martyrdom, vindication and judgment. This association helps establish Revelation’s claim that “the witness of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy” (19:10), and that this specific “witness” embraces martyrs of/like Jesus as well as the “prophecy” of Israel’s traditional figures and scriptures.

By fusing these examples of “witness,” the visionary logic of Revelation 11 makes the book’s grammatical and allusive equation of the martyrdom/witness of Jesus and the martyrdom/witness for Jesus\(^{21}\) (\textit{marturia Iesou}—Rev 1:9; 19:10) explicit, and further equates this prophetic witness with the witness of “scripture.” Comparable traditions assert narratively that Jesus’ death, resurrection and ascension are in line with the witness of “Moses and all the prophets” (Luke 24:27). Revelation here asserts the relationship in a literary, symbolic way, in keeping with what has been called the book’s “literary logic.”\(^{22}\) The witness of Jesus, the witness to Jesus, the witness of prophecy, the witness of scripture, and the witness of martyrdom are all identical here, an identity sealed in blood as Moses and Elijah return to partake directly in the “witness” of martyrdom to which they are seen as testifying in their prophetic and scriptural witness. In Section 3, I will discuss just how deep and controlling the “scriptural” element is in

---

this symbolic “witness” equation. Before going into the evidence for, and implications of, this part of my reading in detail, though, I want to conclude my identification of Moses and Elijah (as prophets and Law and Prophets) as the best reading of the two witnesses by noting briefly the implications of such a reading when it comes to evaluating other attractive readings, such as those mentioned in my introduction.

1.3 Accommodating the best other readings

Reading the two witnesses in the terms just described has an added advantage, in that it makes room for other good readings insofar as they too square with Revelation’s program of defining proper witness in eschatological, scriptural, prophetic, and martyrological terms. It thus acknowledges the fact that the two witnesses already exist in something of a quantum symbolic state: if they can die in a city that is Rome and Sodom and Egypt and Jerusalem all at once (Rev 11:8), there is no reason why they cannot themselves be Moses and Elijah, Enoch, the Law and the Prophets, the “true Israel,” the “true Church,” and persecuted heroes past and future as well. They are already both trees and lampstands as well (11:4). Reading the two witnesses in this way thus places them within Revelation’s larger symbolic, associative quantum logic, and allows them their full symbolically associative power.

The example just given of Enoch is illustrative here. Enoch never burned his enemies with fire, caused a miraculous drought, or turned water to blood, but over the centuries he has been dependably and meaningfully associated with the two witnesses. If the “true Israel” or “the Church” or any other “persecuted” hero could be successfully associated with eschatology and scripture as Enoch was (through, as we will see, traditions like those preserved in the Book of Enoch), and then also associated with the witness of martyrdom, as Enoch would be in Revelation 11 (returning to trade in his traditional deathless translation for a martyr’s death and resurrected ascension), they could be just as reasonably and meaningfully associated with Revelation’s two witnesses as Enoch. In the next section, I will focus on the way in this flexible and associative cluster of “witness” ideas makes sense in the context of early Christian culture.
2. Thinking with scrolls and martyrs, in the context of early Christian culture

Revelation represents an extreme example of the early Christian habit of thinking with scriptures. “Every passage in the Book of Revelation is a dense mosaic of allusions to and echoes from the Old Testament,” Frye writes.\textsuperscript{23} Albert Vanhoye has quantified this general impression by counting 518 Old Testament references in Revelation’s 404 verses.\textsuperscript{24} Even the mistakes in the book’s language\textsuperscript{25} look significant from this point of view, since the “Semitisms” in its Greek often defy Semitic syntax as well, and can be better identified as scripturally fixated “Septuagintalisms.”\textsuperscript{26} Some, like Massyngberde Ford, have seen this tendency as evidence that the book was originally a (non-Christian) Jewish work,\textsuperscript{27} but as Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza notes in reviewing the career of this idea, it has not proved to be generally convincing or necessary.\textsuperscript{28} A Christian Revelation would be just as happy and able with such allusions.\textsuperscript{29} As Averil Cameron documented in her study of early Christian discourse, written scriptures were extremely—possibly even uniquely—important to most early Christians, including those who seldom saw them personally,\textsuperscript{30} and this attitude toward texts naturally included Old Testament texts.

\begin{footnotes}
\item 23. Frye, \textit{Biblical and Classical Myths}, 235.
\end{footnotes}
Christians not only produced an increasing amount and variety of written material, even in the early stage when followers of the religion formed only the tiniest of minorities, but also gave their written texts a special status. Even the illiterate will have been aware from the oral teaching, which was so prominent a part of early Christianity, that religious texts mattered. Fundamentally, neither they nor the classically educated converts were able to ignore the Old Testament.  

In this kind of developing Christian cultural context, the intense scriptural interest noticed in Revelation by scholars like those just mentioned is perfectly understandable, and even predictable. It seems to me, though, that this scholarly insight needs to be refined in two ways, for our purposes here. First, there is no good reason to assume with those scholars that Revelation’s scriptural interest is limited to the rather loosely defined (especially in the first century) family of texts that I have been following them in calling the Old Testament. How much higher would Vanhoye’s high numbers jump, for example, if he included possible references to any other written Apocalypse? I will argue that in fact Revelation looks equally and significantly interested in such traditions, as well as in other popular traditions of the first century, such as those preserved in The Lives of the Prophets. Second, it should be remembered explicitly that in the first century “scripture” did not mean “books” (since the codex form we know so well today had not yet been popularized), but rather traditional revealed words preserved in scrolls. I will argue that Revelation’s fascination with scripture in defining “witness” therefore takes the shape of 1) a controlling dependence upon traditional revealed written words and 2) a controlling fascination with the image of the scroll itself.

2.1 Revelation’s controlling dependence on the witness of scripture

The allusive “dense mosaic” method of “every passage” in Revelation results in the writer letting existing scriptural patterns speak for him as much as possible. Even the visual spectacle of the book, with its famous monsters and battles, is actually textually allusive in nature, as pointed out in typological readings like Frye’s: “The author speaks of setting down what he has seen in a vision, but the Book of Revelation is not a visualized

book in the ordinary sense of the word, as any illustrator who has struggled with its seven-headed and ten-horned monsters will testify. What the seer in Patmos had a vision of was primarily, as he conceived it, the true meaning of the Scriptures... whatever or however he saw on Patmos.”

The visual ambiguities involved in putting ten horns on seven heads are irrelevant to the clarity of Revelation’s textual “vision,” wherein beastly heads and horns “appear” in traditional textual terms, as written political metaphors re-reading and re-writing apocalyptic texts like Daniel 7 and Enoch 90.

If stable and clear visual impressions had really been crucial to understanding its visions, Revelation could have included illustrations, as some descriptive scientific scrolls of the first century had already begun to do. Instead, Revelation paints textual pictures with such shifting spatial and temporal perspectives (including within the “very confused” short narrative passage of Revelation 11) that an illustrator who really tried to obey the text’s order to avoid removing or adding a single thing (Rev 22:18–19) would be forced to invent a genre of cubist comics just to keep up, and it does so with constant reference to existing textual visions. Revelation’s text-fascinated idea of “seers” and “visions” is clearly more oracular than ocular. In later centuries, the book had a spectacular career in the visual arts, but its first-century vision was built for “readers” and “hearers” to see. “Blessed is the one who reads,” it begins, “and blessed are the ones who hear” (1:3). Comics and stained glass windows are simply not in the picture yet.

Where, then, does Revelation’s scriptural fascination come into the picture when reading its idea of witness and its two witnesses? The answer

---

35. Mathewson, Verbal Aspect in the Book of Revelation, 137.
37. The fact that most early Christians would have been hearing these words read, rather than reading them to themselves (See Cameron, Christianity and the Rhetoric of Empire, 109) is presumably also extremely important, even within the rhetoric of the text itself (See, for example, Revelation 1:3). Unfortunately, I simply do not have room to explore this “auricular” dimension of Revelation’s oracular textuality here.
is everywhere. First of all, the very idea of scripture as witness looks like an idea derived from scripture’s witness to itself. According to Deuteronomy 31:24–26, the Book of the Law contains revealed words “written in a book to the very end,” in order to be a “witness” (LXX *marturion*) against sin. Reciting these words calls all heaven and earth to “witnesses” (LXX *diamarturomai*) against sinners (Deut 31:28). Written prophetic visions can also be sealed by faithful witnesses (Isaiah 8:2; LXX *marturas*, see also 8:16) and “written in a book” in order to be “a witness forever” (Isaiah 30:8). The written Law is therefore “the witness of the Lord” (Psalm 19:7, LXX *marturia kuriou*) and the tent in which it is kept can therefore be called the “tent of witness,” as in Exodus 33:6 (LXX *skene marturio*)—a scriptural image and Greek phrase known to Revelation (Rev 15:5).

Revelation’s definition of witness in terms of scripture, prophecy, martyrdom, and wrath is itself scriptural. Zechariah, for example, associates the witness of the Law against sin with the witness of the prophets, with the result of divine wrath: “They made their hearts as an adamant stone, lest they should hear the law, and the words which the Lord of hosts sent in his spirit by the former prophets: therefore came a great wrath from the Lord of hosts” (Zech 7:12). Nehemiah similarly associates the witnesses of the law and the witness of the prophets with each other, and then with divine judgment in the context of prophetic martyrdom, referring to those who “rebelled against you, and cast your law behind their backs, and slew your prophets who witnessed against them” (LXX *diamarturanto*, Neh 9:26).

In the context of traditions like these, Revelation’s general idea of witness looks as dependent upon “scripture” as its specific language. The simple fact that chapter 11 specifies two witnesses (*dusin martusin*) looks “scriptural” itself, since a legal accusation of breaking God’s scriptural law requires, scripturally speaking, “two witnesses” (LXX *dusin martusin*, Deuteronomy 17:6—See also 19:15; Numbers 35:20). Their witness against the nations is therefore not only scripturally shaped in narrative terms—it is legally binding in scripturally technical terms. The fact that these scriptural witnesses are then further associated with scripture by being associated specifically with Moses and Elijah ties the symbolic knot even tighter, as Revelation’s quantum strategy of fusional, associative identity culminates in the final, infinitely articulable fusion of tangled multiple bonds.

I have suggested that this associative “scriptural” strategy in Revelation makes sense within an early Christian context. I will conclude this section
with some specific examples, and describe the way Revelation thickens the final associative line sketched above by Zechariah, between scriptural prophetic witness and martyrdom. It is well known that the traditions of Jesus’ person, message, life, death and resurrection were consistently understood by early Christians in the light of “the Law and the Prophets” (Matthew 5:17; 11:13; 22:40; Luke 16:16; John 1:45). This was often phrased in terms of a specific association with the writing “of Moses” (Luke 24:27; John 1:45; Acts 28:23). The story of Jesus was therefore something “witnessed to” (marturomene) in “the Law and the Prophets” (Romans 3:21), and when a martyr like Stephen spoke as a “witness” (marturomenos), he was therefore “saying none other things than those which the prophets and Moses did say should come” (Acts 26:22). Jesus could even be seen as receiving the personal endorsement of Moses and Elijah, through their presence at his transfiguration (Matthew 17:3; Mark 9:4; Luke 9:30).

In discussing Revelation’s strategy of linking scriptural witness to martyrdom, it must be noted that these associations of Jesus with the witness of the prophets is made in the context, scripturally and historically speaking, of a traditional association of prophets with martyrdom (Matthew 23:29, 30, 31, 37; Luke 11:47, 50; 13:34). The suffering and death of Christ and Christians are therefore read and rhetorically constructed in the light of the witness of prophetic writings and prophetic persecution (Matthew 5:12; 17:12; 25:56; Mark 9:12; Luke 6:23; 24:27), in a tight textual web.39 In the transfiguration story, for example, this web of context asserts itself in the disciples’ questions about it being written (for example in Malachi 4:5) that Elijah must come as a witness to the end (Matthew 17:10; Mark 9:11), and Jesus’ answer that he has come and suffered martyrdom (Matthew 17:12; Mark 9:13), just “as it is written about him” (Mark 9:13).

It is worth noticing that whether Jesus’ answer about Elijah being martyred according to the scriptures represents a lost scripture or a lost way of reading, a prophet-scripture-martyr contextual web is clearly evident.

This tight web of context is also evident in other Gospel sayings on prophets. In Matthew 23:34, Jesus says, “I will send you prophets, sages and scribes, some of whom you will kill and crucify.” In Luke 11:49, he says, “The Wisdom of God said, ‘I will send them prophets... some of whom they will kill and persecute.’” Matthew specifically associates the witness of prophets and martyrdom with “scribes,” and Luke introduces the saying as if Jesus were quoting from a scripture that is now lost. Even in their disagreement, then, Matthew and Luke agree with each other and with Revelation that the witness of prophecy is associated intimately and explicitly with both the witness of scripture and the witness of martyrdom.

The context I have tried to suggest here is also suggested by the surviving witness of extrabiblical traditions. The association is even made in explicit terms of “witness” in the book of Jubilees: “And I will send to them witnesses so that I may witness to them, but they will not hear. They will even kill the witnesses” (Jubilees 1:12). It is also evident in the traditions preserved in The Lives of the Prophets, traditions very close in time to Revelation, very popular with early Christians, and very interested in instances of prophetic martyrdom. Although named for the prophets’ “Lives,” this work is much more interested in their deaths, as its subtitle suggests: “The names of the prophets, and where they are from, and where they died and how, and where they lie.” As with the two witnesses of Revelation, we as readers are not actually told anything they said. When one is a “prophet” in this context, dying says enough. Being silenced in the right context speaks the witness.

The guiding interest of the Lives of the Prophets in “where they died and how, and where they lie” suggests the context of prophet-martyr veneration, as do the Gospel references to the witness of prophets in terms of bloody martyrdoms and fine tombs (Matthew 23:29–35; Luke 11:47–51). It is assumed in this context that knowing or going where a prophet is buried can somehow help one hear his witness. This is a crucial point for our purposes here, since it highlights the fact that for the two witnesses of Revelation, the

41. Hare, “The Lives of the Prophets,” 380–381.
42. Ibid., 381, 383.
lack of any decent burial is equally significant. Like the Lamb, the witnesses are a dumb spectacle, gazed at in death’s humiliation (1:7; 11:10), and then in resurrection’s vindication (1:7; 11:12). Their enemies “gaze at their dead bodies and refuse to let them be placed in a tomb” (11:9), in order to “loathe over them” (11:10).

By depicting the exposure of the corpses of the martyred witnesses, Revelation further associates them with the potential suffering and humiliation of real-world martyrdom, since the way corpses were treated was an equally meaningful and public part of a Roman execution. Exposure was “deeply shaming” and could even harm people after the death of their bodies. The funeral of a hero might therefore (as in the case of Augustus) hide the body and show a wax dummy, whereas on the other hand “the bodies of those killed in the arena would, in deliberate and violent contravention of all Jewish, Ancient Near Eastern, Greek and Roman funerary proprieties be either dumped in potter’s fields to be eaten by dogs or simply thrown in the Tiber to bloat and rot. The dead bodies were abused as much, and as deliberately, as the living ones.” This is the Roman context of posthumous violence and humiliation that makes it significant when the account of Polycarp’s martyrdom records that the authorities refused him burial, or when Eusebius remembers that the “bodies of the martyrs” of Lyons were “in every way exhibited and exposed.”

It is worth remembering that when Sejanus was executed under Tiberius for treason, his body is said to have been left unburied for three days, and that Augustus is said to have been infamous at the beginning of his career for mutilating the bodies of his dead enemies, and denying them

44. J. Davies, Death, Burial, and Rebirth in the Religions of Antiquity (New York: Routledge, 1999), 141; See also Massyngberde Ford, Revelation, 172.
46. Davies, Death, Burial, and Rebirth, 147; Toynbee, Death and Burial in the Roman World, 58.
47. Davies, Death, Burial, and Rebirth, 184; See also Kyle, Spectacles of Death in Ancient Rome, 13, 250.
the right of proper burial, preferring to continue the violence by leaving the problem of their disposal in “the power of the birds.”51 Violence and shame could even be inflicted through the “abuse” of disrespectful literary exposure, as when Lucan subjects Pompey’s unburied body parts to the “double outrage” of becoming a “voyeuristic” joke in an extended narrative “grotesque spectacle.”52 In discussing the literary exposure of the corpses of the two witnesses, Massyngberde Ford refers to the ancient practice of “indignity to corpses” with reference to Psalm 79:3,53 which relates that the bodies of the servants of God were exposed, “and there was no one to bury them.” I further note that this humiliating exposure of corpses happens in the immediate context of “the nations” having “defiled” the temple and destroyed Jerusalem:

O God, the nations have come into your inheritance; they have defiled your holy temple; they have laid Jerusalem in ruins. They have given the bodies of your servants to the birds of the air for food... They have poured out their blood like water all around Jerusalem, and there was no one to bury them (Psalm 79:1–3).

It seems significant, then, that Revelation 11 is also introduced by a reference to “the nations” defiling Jerusalem and the temple’s outer court, “for it has been given over to the nations, and they will trample over the holy city” (11:2). This correspondence suggests that the exposure of the two witnesses in Revelation 11 may also serve as yet another associative reference to scripture, aimed at using texts like Psalm 79 to make sense of the much more recent defilement and destruction of Jerusalem in 70 CE, in Revelation’s preferred fusional prophetic, martyrlogical, and scriptural terms.

The Roman literary and political context thus suggests, then, that the exposure of bodies of the two witnesses is a significant part of the Lamb-like spectacle of their martyrdom, and presumably also informs the book’s later vicious assertion that when the Lamb’s enemies were finally dead, “all the birds were gorged with their flesh” (19:21).

It is widely agreed that the meaning and efficacy of Roman execution depended heavily upon its public and spectacular nature.\textsuperscript{54} It is also widely agreed that the meaning and efficacy of Christian martyrdom therefore did too,\textsuperscript{55} as even Christians who aimed to stay alive aimed to do so for the witness of Jesus, “like men condemned to death in the arena, a spectacle to the whole universe” (1 Corinthians 4:9). Clearly, Revelation 11 reflects this developing context, and in this case its scripturally fixated vision makes Moses and Elijah return to undergo martyrdom in order to fuse the witness of prophecy and “the Law and the Prophets” with the emerging perceived witness of martyrdom, through the public spectacle of words of witness read from scrolls (Rev 1:1–3).

2.2 Revelation’s controlling fascination with the image of the scroll

By this point, the nature and relevance of Revelation’s fascination with texts is clear. The “prophetic” vision of the two witnesses comes to John when he takes and eats a scroll, being by the same token swallowed himself into the world of the scroll, by living the experience of the prophet in Ezekiel 3 as his own. He becomes an apocalyptic scribal “participant transmitter”\textsuperscript{56} to an ultimate degree. Some commentators have in fact read the story of the two witnesses as the content of the little scroll itself\textsuperscript{57} (and it does read like a “narrative prophecy” and lack a \textit{kai eido}n visionary introduction).\textsuperscript{58} In John’s scriptural world the heavens themselves can behave like a scroll
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(Rev 6:14), and the meaning and final fate of the cosmos is something to be unrolled with the progressive opening of seals on a scroll (Rev 6–8). The lives of all people, and their predetermined final fates, are said to be recorded in heavenly scrolls (3:5; 13:8; 17:8; 20:12, 15; 21:27; 22:19), this image being itself apparently a scriptural reference to other apocalyptic scrolls (Daniel 7:10; 12:1; Enoch 47:3; 89:61–64; 98:6–8; 108:3; 4 Ezra 6:20; Ascension of Isaiah 9:19–23, etc.). Here again, Revelation’s symbolic knotwork is tied very tight.

It seems relatively clear what is going on in Revelation’s scroll fixation. Even from the few scriptural passages reviewed already above, it is clear that in the Jewish worldview scripture was cosmically important. It was a self-verifying revelation of the power and will of God, and the meaning of life itself. Meanwhile, in the worldview of the Roman empire, meaning and power was imagined very differently, but they were also constituted textually, in terms of both scribal competence\(^59\) and the power of textually controlled cultural realities.\(^60\) Revelation’s Jewish and Roman imperial context is the reason for its fascination with texts, which in the first century meant scrolls. It is just one more way in which the book’s “epistolary frame” is “crucial.”\(^61\)

Revelation’s text fixation recalls Frye’s observation that a human technological creation can at times grow so important and suggestive in the human imagination it can actually swallow the world in which and for which it was created: “No sooner has the human mind invented the wheel than it starts inventing projections of a wheel of fate or a wheel of fortune.”\(^62\) In the case of Revelation, the human technology is the scroll, and the cosmic

---

image that swallows its own human world is the scroll of fate, which is put to use in Revelation to define the righteous as those whose names have been “written in the scroll of Life from the foundation of the world” (17:8). To be specific, they have been scripted into a story of prophecy and martyrdom, “written from the foundation of the world in the scroll of Life of the Lamb that was slaughtered” (13:8) as his suffering but vindicated “witnesses.”

**Conclusion: Depicting inheritors of scrolls and suffering as victorious bearers of witness**

It is clear that Revelation was written to encourage Christians in the face of “persecution.” Such persecution could, however, have been major or minor, ongoing or remembered, even merely an “expectation” in the experience of its first readers. The trauma inflicted could involve anything from the memory of direct and deadly political persecution under rulers like Nero to a smoldering sense of financial and/or religious cultural exclusion. It could include the Roman imperial cult, clashes between Christians and Jews, the painful deaths and memories of individual “martyrs” like Antipas, the personally remembered or culturally inherited pain of Jerusalem’s violent humiliation, or the general lack of respect often experienced by Jews and Christians in the first-century Roman world.
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would also tighten the scroll fixation knot a little more here by noting that one could in fact be brutally “martyred” in the first century for the being found with the “wrong” Jewish scrolls by the wrong ruler at the wrong time. 71

However we imagine the “trauma,” its effects are very real in Revelation, in what Adela Yarbro Collins has called the book’s “perceived crisis.” 72 As Elaine Scarry and other have pointed out, one of the central effects of serious trauma is a crisis of agency and language in the sufferer. 73 Not knowing what to do in order to “deal with it” involves not knowing how to talk about it. Creative, assertive language use can therefore be a powerful strategy for dealing with trauma. 74 In the case of Revelation, this creative linguistic strategy for dealing with trauma seems to be at work in the form of a creative use of traditional, scriptural language. The trauma of “martyrdom” as “victimization”—in whatever form—is thus re-interpreted in textual terms, as the “martyrdom” of prophetic, scriptural “witness.” In Revelation, Christians are not passive “losers” saddled with meaningless textual and traumatic memories. They are the active bearers of a divine witness with cosmic significance. This is how “martyrdom” in Revelation allows the silenced to speak.

From this point of view, Revelation’s fusional approach to “witness” looks like one Christian implementation of a relatively popular and ultimately quite successful strategy of using creative textual language to make the silenced speak. I am thinking here of Roman textual martyrs like the Stoic Zeno in The Lives of the Philosophers, who bites off his own tongue and spits it at the “tyrant” putting him to death, 75 and Jewish textual martyrs like the sons of 2 Maccabees 7, who offer their tongues to be cut out as part of their fatal torture, and yet manage somehow before dying to
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praise God and insult their own “tyrant” in defiant speeches. In these textual, martyrlogical worlds, righteous people can find their clearest agency and speech in the very moment they are overpowered and graphically, utterly silenced. Years later, in the traditions preserved in The Martyrs of Palestine, this strategy is still at work: we are told that Romanus who had his tongue cut out “spoke out valiantly” before dying by means of some “wonder,” and Epiphanius whose mouth was beaten beyond recognition with a bridle managed to do likewise, in what are specified to have been “a loud voice and distinct words.” Notice that all such martyrs’ “speech” needs a story to happen in, often working itself with previous stories.

There are no tongues cut out in the narrative of Revelation, but we have seen that it offers Christians silenced by the experience/perception of trauma the chance to find a voice again, through the creative use of traditional scriptural words. We have seen that this strategy “reads” the “witness” of scripture and the “witness” of martyrdom in terms of each other. As such, it makes good sense in its first-century Christian environment. It has been well documented that the theory and practice of developing Christian martyrdom was modeled upon the forms and images of scriptural tradition. It has also been well documented that the resulting literature then shaped real-world martyrdoms, which inspired even more literature on the same model, and so on. 
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In these accounts, all martyrs become associated with the (written and real-world) “witness” of previous martyrs, including Jesus himself.\textsuperscript{81} The account of Polycarp’s martyrdom, for example, will therefore “echo scriptural verses referring to Jesus’ passion” and even note explicitly that Polycarp’s death was a “martyrdom according to the gospel.”\textsuperscript{82} Revelation’s two witnesses are similarly associated in death with “witnesses” like Antipas,\textsuperscript{83} in a way that associates all such “witnesses” with the “witness” of the martyred Lamb himself.\textsuperscript{84} W. H. C. Frend’s general assessment of the rhetoric of Revelation can therefore be applied equally to our specific case of the book’s two witnesses: “Thus suffering, witness, judgment, ultimate triumph are welded into the single theme of martyrdom. This martyr-idea, which profoundly influenced the first three centuries of Christian history, was given its final meaning in the tense and exalted Apocalyptic of the Asian Churches.”\textsuperscript{85}

As we have seen, though, Revelation has also successfully “welded” other equally intense early Christian interests into its fusional vision of “witness,” such as the interest in scripture and prophecy. “Death as a witness to the resurrection automatically made the sufferer a prophet,” Frend notes elsewhere;\textsuperscript{86} and as we have already seen, the fact that Revelation’s two witnesses are quintessential prophets who return to perfect their witness with death seals this connection. Prophecy is even associated with a martyr’s resurrection, in both the narrative of the chapter and its language. The witnesses “are caused to stand before the Lord” (11:4) just as prophets are said to be, as for example Elijah in the passage very wherein he—like the witnesses—holds back the rain (1 Kings 17:1). After they die as martyrs, the witnesses are vindicated and their enemies are “terrified” when they are
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again “caused to stand” (11:11) in resurrection, like the Lamb who stands slain and yet victorious (5:6; 14:1). Their stories are meant to associate their witness—and that of other martyrs—with the Lamb’s witness to the letter, and to prove in yet another “scriptural” way Revelation’s claim that “the witness of/to Jesus is the spirit of prophecy” (Rev 19:10).

It seems that Revelation was successful in this strategic use of scroll and martyr thinking. It has been noted, for example, that the traditions preserved in The Martyrs of Lyons seem to have “appropriated” from Revelation the “biblical” and “apocalyptic” idea that “what happened to Christ in his passion and death, leading to his glory, is repeated in the martyr,” 87 and the “Letter of the Churches of Vienne and Lyons” helps to confirm this theory of Revelation’s influence when it “cites the Apocalypse... as Scripture.”

It seems that for some readers of Revelation, John had succeeded in writing them into the story of scriptural, prophetic, eschatological, martyrological “witness.” 88 Even the strange tendency (noted above) of John’s scroll-fixated strategy to leave him swallowed by his own scrolls and stories seems to have been a success. In the Apocalypse of Daniel, a version of the story of Revelation 11 appears with “three men... two from heaven and one from the earth,” who arrive in the end as witnesses “before the Antichrist” and “in all the earth.” 89 John has succeeded in writing himself into the scroll.
